YARDI VOYAGER HARBORS

Modernize your harbor leasing and permit processing

Yardi Voyager Harbors automates processes with role-based dashboards, workflows, critical date notifications and analytics to increase efficiency and improve decision-making.

INCREASE FINANCIAL TRANSPARENCY
Gain harbor-wide insight into permit management, vessel registration, fees and delinquencies.

MAXIMIZE HARBOR EFFICIENCY
Track leasing, waitlists and rates for each slip.

CENTRALIZE DATA
Increase accuracy and save time by accessing information in a single database.
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HARBOR-WIDE FINANCIAL DATA
Drill down on all revenue sources across the organization. Easily import or export to other financial systems.

BILLING AND INVOICING
Easily create custom fees and invoices. Generate and track documents for invoicing, permitting and notifications.

SINGLE CONNECTED SOLUTION
Reduce data errors and securely manage and collect documents in one system. Improve tenant experience with additional modules designed to securely deliver documents, announcements and more from a mobile device.

ANALYTICS DASHBOARD
Track and manage harbor-related property, vessel and contract data in real-time with customizable critical dates, tasks and notifications suitable for mandated Coast Guard compliance reports.
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